DDS2 is just a game made to bring you tons of fun.

We do not support illegal drug usage in any shape or form.

However, we do support [redacted] pancakes. Do you?
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CASE PROFILE

DEVELOPER: Byterunners
PUBLISHER: Movie Games
PLATFORM: PC (Steam)
RELEASE DATE: 20 June 2024
GENRE: simulation, co-op, single player, first-person perspective, open-world

WE MAKE IT, YOU PLAY IT.

WE'RE A SMALL GAMEDEV STUDIO FROM POLAND.

WE LOVE CREATING WORLDS AND STORIES FOR PLAYERS TO DISCOVER. GAME DEVELOPMENT BRINGS STORYTELLING TO A UNIQUE AND INTERACTIVE LEVEL, AND THIS IS WHY WE LOVE WHAT WE DO.

- Byterunners

MINIMAL REQUIREMENTS:

OS: Windows 10 (64-bit)
Processor: Intel Core i5-8400 / AMD Ryzen 3 3200G or equivalent
Memory: 16 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1650/AMD Radeon RX 570 or equivalent
DirectX: Version 11 or 12
Storage: 30 GB available space
Additional notes: SSD recommended

RECOMMENDED REQUIREMENTS:

OS: Windows 10 (64-bit)
Processor: Intel Core i5-10600K / AMD Ryzen 5 3600 or equivalent
Memory: 16 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA RTX 2060 / AMD Radeon RX 5700 or equivalent
DirectX: Version 12
Storage: 30 GB available space
Additional notes: SSD recommended
The following individuals, operating as Byterunners, are responsible for the criminal doings on Isla Sombra.

- Rafał P. (The Boss)
- Marcin Z.
- Iga W.
- K. Pietras (The Musician)
- The Coder
- The Storyteller
Welcome to Isla Sombra!

Here, we all get it. A lifestyle of bad choices made you an outlaw seeking refuge.

Don't worry tho, Isla Sombra is the perfect place for fugitives like you!

You're not planning to just surrender and stay there forever though. Prove your worth, use your talents and get your life back!

Making a fortune along the way won't hurt either...
A young man, in order to make ends meet, decides to enter the criminal path and starts dealing drugs. His first contact is Eddie, an experienced dealer who takes on the role of mentor.

The same Eddie, whose origins you can learn about in DDS2...
First-person immersive crime sim for 1-3 players
Cook, portion, and distribute a variety of illegal substances
Establish and decorate your labs and hideouts
Hire employees and create a hierarchy in your cartel
Avoid, fight off, or sometimes bomb your rivals and militia
Use boats to move between the archipelago’s islands
Experience different kinds of weather, including tropical storms

6 playable characters
9 islands
10+ weapons
40+ hideouts
200+ quests
Map 6x bigger than DDS1
30 hour-long main quest
CO-OPERATION OF DEALERS

Co-op sessions support the maximum number of 3 players for the session (host + 2 additional players). You can invite up to two additional players to your session.

When starting or continuing a game, mark the “Allow joining” checkbox to make sure that your session will allow inviting players.

You can invite your Steam friends in the character selection menu by clicking the “Invite”. You can also invite your friends at any moment during the gameplay by pausing the game and clicking “Invite” next to their nickname.

If you want to switch from solo gameplay to co-op, you need to save your progress in the game and go back to the main menu. Then, click “Continue” and mark the checkbox “Allow joining” on the save that you would like to load. After loading the game, you will be able to invite friends at any moment.
ISLA SOMBRA INTEL

VOLCANO?

JUNGLE

PENINSULA
BASIC DEALER ACTIVITIES

MOVEMENT
As a dealer, you can run, parkour over obstacles, ride boats, use fast travel at bus stops and cars, and interact with various environment elements and characters.

GOALS
Your goal is to develop a cartel by setting up hideouts and labs inside them, hiring technicians, dealers & distributors, and expanding to new islands.

BUSINESS
You can achieve that by meeting potential customers, then turning them into regular clients. Start by setting up meetings for specific hours of the day.

GROWTH
Soon you'll have your own dealers and distributors to handle contacts with the regulars.
DEALER INVENTORY

Quick slots for instant item access (1-9 keys)

Appearance items & backpack type

Character stats

Key items
**DRUG PRODUCTION**

**GENERAL**
To produce a drug, you need to have the right tools in your hideout. To see what you need to make a particular drug go to the "Production chains" tab in the Journal.

**EMPLOYEES**
Place workstations in your hideouts to assign employees to specific roles - dealers, distributors.

**CRAFTERS**
Crafters are objects that you use for drug production. You can buy better versions of crafters that work more effectively. You can also improve them.
1. Buy indica seeds from the weed store as well as a supply of fertilizer and water (these can be found in multiple stores throughout the map).
2. Using the Laboratory tray unpack fertilizer and water into the substance storage by dragging these items into the unpacking area.
3. Put the indica seeds into the handy space.
4. Now that all ingredients are prepared, interact with the growbox and craft “Indica plant”.
5. When growing phase is finished, take the indica plant from the growbox’s output space and put it in the handy space.
6. Interact with the hybrid dryer and craft “Cannabis Indica” to dry recently crafted marijuana.
7. When drying phase is done, you can interact with the Laboratory tray to package it the way you want to.
USING THE LAB TRAY

These are the items in your personal inventory.

These are the contents stashed in the hideout you're currently at.

Here you can pack your products into packages of different sizes.

Here you can unpack ingredients from the inventory items.

These are the substances from unpacked items and crafters that you have at the hideout you're in.

Your quick slot items.
DRUG DISTRIBUTION

CUSTOMERS
Find customers by exploring Isla Sombra. They will wave at you to get your attention. A client can turn into a regular, becoming a stable source of income.

Find customers in new territories to increase demand for a particular drug.

DAY AND NIGHT
Customers contact you only during the day, sell during the day, and plan and produce during the night.

Also, at night, warehouses become available for burglary. You can rob them with the right tools.
DISTRIBUTORS
Hire and set up distributors to let them handle dealers and drugs distribution.

To promote your employee to a distributor, place him in a distributor's desk in a hideout of your choosing. Visit him from time to time to collect the sales money and stock him up with more drugs.

Distributor, just like dealer, will keep his share of the money.

DEALERS
Hire and set up dealers to let them handle returning customers.

To turn an employee into a dealer, place him in the dealer's cabinet at the hideout of your choice.

Assign customers to the dealer and set him up in any dealer spot in a region with a locker.

To give a dealer product to distribute, leave the drugs in any dead drop in the same region.

Collect the money from the dealer. Remember that he will keep his share.
**LAW ENFORCEMENT ON ISLA SOMBRA**

**GETTING BUSTED**
Being defeated by the police results in loss of drugs and weapons, and sends you to the nearest police station.

**SUSPICION STATUS**
Performing illegal activities increases your suspicion status. You can become a suspect, a person of interest, or a wanted criminal. High suspicion status increases the chance of a DEA raid on one of your hideouts.

**WORK CAMP**
If you are caught by the DEA, you’ll end up in the Work Camp. To get out, collect good behavior cards by doing various chores such as washing clothes or baking bread.

There are also potential customers in the camp. If you manage to smuggle drugs into the camp, you will be able to serve them.
1. DELIVER THE PACKAGE TO MARCUS:
Enjoy your boat ride to the island and visit Helen, the store owner. Get a package from her. Go to the bunker and talk to Marcus to give him the package.

2. MAKE YOUR FIRST SALES:
Approach the lab tray to portion and package marijuana into sizes requested by your clients. Find them on the minimap and sell the product.
3. GROW WEED:
Go to the neighbouring island and buy fertilizer. Get back to the hideout and unpack the fertilizer using the lab tray. Then use the growbox and grow more marijuana. Now approach the dryer and use the plant you grew to produce cannabis indica. It’s take a while, so...

4. VISIT LLANZO:
Talk to Marcus. He’ll tell you to see Llanzo about expanding your operation. Marcus will also give you some gems to sell to Helen at the store. Before you go, change clothes using the wardrobe upstairs. Different clothes give you different buffs! Visit Llanzo’s office at the other island and talk to him. He’ll explain how business works in this part of the world, and give you a spare room to use.

From there on, the game is yours. Good luck!
TOP 10 QUICK TIPS

1. Hide your most precious items to the secret slots in your inventory. This way they’ll be more likely to get confiscated during a search.

2. If you’re looking for a spot to place your dealer in, look for a hanging pair of shoes.

3. Use bars and restaurants to set up business meetings with influencers. Interact with local influencers to promote your business and gain reputation.

4. Create a drug offer with the local influencer to gain more returning clients and increase reputation.

5. At night, look for bonfires. Many potential clients will gather around them.

6. When checking out a hideout, don’t forget to make sure if it has access to running water and is connected to a telephone line.

7. Remember to have some money in the bank at all times. It’ll be automatically used to pay for influencers, employees, and hideouts.

8. Buy stuff where it costs less. A high regional reputation will give you discounts in local stores.

9. Consider working on your street cred. Some stores will unlock only after reaching a certain level of it.

10. If you want to check your local reputation level, build a boss desk in your hideout or see the local influencer.
PHOTOGRAFIC EVIDENCE

See more in the PRESS PACK!
HAVE A NICE TRIP!